Department of Financial Services
Chart of Accounts Design
Reference Sheet

ChartField
Label

#
Of Characters

Business Unit (BU)

5

Budget Entity (BE)

8

Category

6

State Program (SP)

10

Fund

5

Organization

10

Contract

10

Other Accumulator
(OA)

5

Agency Unique (AU)

10

Account

6

Project

15

Activity

15

Used to track specific tasks that make up a Project and records
transactional details; required with a Project value

5

Used to identify the purpose or origin of a transaction; not required

5

Used to provide more flexibility and granularity in tracking and
analyzing costs; not required

5

Used to additional flexibility and granularity in tracking and analyzing
costs; not required

(Project-related ChartField)

Source Type
(Project-related ChartField)

Project Category
(Project-related ChartField)

Subcategory
(Project-related ChartField)
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Definition
Used to define an organization or organizational subset that is
independent with regards to one or more accounting or operational
functions
Used to identify a unit or function which reflects the organization to
which funds are specifically appropriated in the General
Appropriations Act (GAA).
Used as a dual-purpose code that either sub-defines appropriations
or defines a revenue source.
Used to identify an aggregation of generally related objectives, which
are recognized statewide.
Used by organizations to control, monitor, segregate and report on
specific resources allocated/budgeted for a specific purpose and
used to denote cash or money
Used to capture financial information according to an approved
organizational structure
Used to capture expenditure and revenue transactions for two party
agreements
Used to track optional organizational reporting, cost pools, revenues,
or other specific use
Used to track optional details for organizational reporting or
organizational specific use
Used to capture detailed transactional data and is required on every
transaction
Used to capture a planned undertaking, having a finite beginning
and a finite ending, for which expenditures/costs and revenues are
to be tracked
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